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Design Education 2050: Mutations in the Gap  

 

Design education produces those who pay obeisance to the “human-made” by which man 

continually meets himself, that is, the human in a different disguise in the world(s) of his 

making. The dynamics and dimensions of the ‘design influence’ that is, the increased purveyance 

of human-made systems and artifacts, have expanded radically across disciplines and cultures in 

the ‘global village’, vying as ‘consumables’ at varying scales and forms. The result has been a 

ravaged Mothership, happiness for some and misery for most, gated community privileges 

opposed to slumming, and the emergent fear of the imminent arrival of the Four Horsemen of the 

Apocalypse.  

However, if one puts aside such looming fears and surmises the kind of “education” that might 

facilitate the scenario for the design of Terracitizenry in 2050, one must first ask whether or not 

there will be any ‘classrooms of the future’ at all. There may only be classes.  

Science has for long laid claim to being that force or conglomerate of disciplines which can find 

the Archimedean point with respect to the Mothership, Design now stakes a similar claim, 

posturing as an integrating field where design thinking, activism and education radiate outward 

increasingly not just from the point of view of Functionalism but also Salvationism. Design 

makes a conscious attempt to depart from orthodox models of evolution, education and 

development and even science on its futuristic trajectory, while being ready and willing to draw 

upon all of them. This free-will and flexibility towards dissolution of disciplinary boundaries has 

been useful to test the limits of disciplines and to expand the contours of ways of knowing and 
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doing in the hope and expectation of arriving at the creation of useful new knowledge or 

innovations.  

The central question pertaining to what education might be in 2050, and design education in 

particular, is inevitably linked to the notion that both Science and Design might be able to find 

the Archimedean point, tip the Mothership over and bring about a historical discontinuity that 

might benefit humanity and halt or reverse its hurtling towards human-designed doom.It also has 

to do with being “evolutionist”.  

One can imagine that the classes of 2050 will be “configurations of spirit” that are moving, 

waltzing environments where design students, practitioners and theorists embody ‘ways of 

knowing’ and “ways of world making.” The environments can be conceived of as ‘faith-grain’ 

that penetrate into different soils “for growth and blossoming” 1 

The future of design education may be kept radically open and evolutionist – “interpreted in the 

sense of  aiming at pinpointing the dimension of constant change as well as the possibility of 

new mutations and forms included in this process … Growth means continuity and development, 

but it also implies transformation and revolution.  Growth does not exclude 

mutation…Orthodoxies of all kinds can cope with evolution but are without criteria to handle 

mutations.”2  

These ‘mutations’ may seep out of porous labs and experimental spaces that design 

education/practitioners set up now and again. The mutations emerge from the emphasis on 

‘process over product’ as part of a ‘methodology of hope’ that looks for patterns or insights that 

benefit Mothership and Terracitizenry. This process is already evident in the increasing number 

of ‘blips’ such labs and experimental spaces are making on the world map of design schools, 
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firms and practitioners across cultures, countries and continents.  In the Srishti School of Art, 

Design and Technology, Banglaore, the blips appear in spaces like the Centre for Experimental 

Media Arts (CEMA) and Project Vision headed by Srishti Founder-Director Geetha Narayanan.  

CEMA draws artists-in-residence and designers curious as to whether some form of ‘mutation’ is 

about to emerge from strange conjectural or material  juxtapositions that are being attempted in a 

culture such as India’s where hybridity is the norm and where people are almost always caught 

in the gap between the past and the future. In such spaces, ‘mutations’ do appear and then 

questions are asked about their ‘impact indicators’, consequences, potential for community-

creation or corporate profits, relevance to change in culture, and so on.  

This paper draws attention to four “mutant” projects at Srishti that are prescient of 

“classrooms of the future”. They demonstrate, almost naturally and inevitably, the directionality 

of design education that consists of mash-ups and embodied experientialism which is 

evolutionist at its core. The projects are Gabriel Harp’s ‘Watercasting’, Geetha Narayanan’s 

Project Vision, Yashas Shetty’s ArtScienceBangalore project for IGEMS titled ‘Here Come 

the Teenage Gene Poets’3 and Shabnam Virmani’s Kabir Project.  

All four projects are located in local and global contexts, in the trajectory of what Hannah Arendt 

calls the “force” of the past carrying the “burden” of tradition that leads to crisis in the present.  . 

In Arendt’s view, in the early Vedic or Greek philosophical eras, the philosopher turned away 

from politics in order to ‘impose his standards on human affairs’ from without the structure. The 

tradition was reversed when a philosopher like Karl Marx turned away from philosophy to 

‘realize’ it in politics. Such “turning operations’ allow for mutations or hybridization. The Kabir 

Project is such a “turning operation”. It interprets and makes contemporary the life of the 15th 
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century saint-poet Kabir through films, music concerts, community discourse and public 

dissemination. This “force” from the past flows into the present as a mash-up of spirituality, 

supra-rationality and “upside down” sensibility, philosophy and metaphysics, poetry and song, 

the classical and folk, old and new media and embodiment in live performers and media while 

positing that the philosophy itself can be realized through a futuristic politics located in the now.4  

However, the process of experimentation and spinning off of mutations or hybrids is uneasy 

business. Take Gabriel Harp’s “Watercasting” project which was entered into the Aspen Design 

Challenge 2009 where the theme was “Designing Water’s Future”. The “winning” solutions 

came from the generic design approach of creating products, providing technical solutions. 

Srishti’s ‘rejected’ proposal had to do with Terracitizenry and Mothership consciousness. It 

proposed a festival as a solution – the Water Mela.5  

A festival is a complex dynamic, a learning environment that mutates with every new showing, 

and a mash-up that requires the embodiment of cultural values in its design and in its participants 

so that it spirals outwards from the space of community-as-culture  and the “common good” to  

specific and collective technical solutions rather than the other way around.  India is a culture 

that designed festivals eons ago to preserve its “configurations of spirit” and the Water Mela 

seemed the “natural” way to contest linear technological fixes that maintain the dominant 

“culture” that seeks the destruction of alien cultures by means of consumable-oriented, stop-gap 

envisioning. Festivals rooted in the “force” of the cultural past and aware of the “burden” of 

tradition can be emergent, mutations in the gap between past and future. Then they are part of the 

flow and not disruptive to the whole – the skin expands.   
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The iGEMS space in Srishti was another mash-up. Its endeavor was that art-design students 

could enter as “outsiders” into a prestigious global life-sciences contest to bring their training in 

art and design to synthetic biology and develop a piece of life, a bacterial that smelt like rain but 

also grappled with the notion of “human practices” - that is, exploring the ethical and social 

implications of the technology.  

Finally, there is Project Vision led by Geetha Narayanan – a super mash-up aimed at developing 

four inter-related, non-linear and integrated steps through which learners can develop intuition, 

imagination and intelligence. These steps are (a) Expanding the Inner Self or building for 

‘presencing’, that is, for deep connectedness with nature, in finding the essential “self” and 

creating generational moments; (b) Designing the Mind or working with simplicity at the right 

scale, shown by an efficient and frugal use of resources, sound regional economics and social 

resilience, targeting the uniqueness of places and using play as a preamble to real life; (c) 

Wellness or addressing vulnerabilities to target deprivations and, in curricular terms, to include 

the excluded; and (d) Generating Freedoms or creating conditions for the expression of 

constructive dissatisfaction or creative discontent and going beyond the notion of capital as 

narrowly instrumental and utilitarian to one that encompasses the whole - social, cultural, 

physical, environmental and economic. All of the above was incorporated in a year-long project-

based learning set of modules called “Dharithri” or Mother Earth and embodied in a set of urban, 

underprivileged children in a school called Drishya.6  

Alongside ‘worthy’ blips also appear ignis fatuus (foolish fire) that can draw attention but deliver 

little in terms of ‘value’. The notion of ‘value’ is relevant if one remembers that it was Karl Marx 

who pointed out that nobody ‘seen in his isolation produces value’ but that products “become 

values only in their social relationships”. The student designer or artist, given the relativisation of 
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values, is often compelled to conceive and implement projects under duress – firstly, the duress 

of process and, secondly, the duress of having to prove that it has social value. The “classrooms 

of the future” ought to dispense with such terrors for working under the duress of 

competitiveness leads to projects like Prayas Abhinav’s “Cityspinning”. It was experimental and 

mashed-up but symptomatic of that certain ‘crisis in culture’ mentioned by Hannah Arendt as 

early as in 1954, so much so that one is never certain as to what meaning such ‘mutations’ 

contribute: are they art works that enable the survival of culture(s), or happenings that fill in time 

as entertainment, or  well-meaning attempts at community activism, intervention and reform, or 

silly games with haphazard educational objectives, or just plain hype for grant-grasping?  

These examples press one deeper into the matter of ‘education’ itself! Perhaps the idea itself has 

to be re-considered if education in the classless classrooms of 2050 plans to understand and cope 

with the emergence and consequences of simultaneous and non-linear ‘mutations’, whether will 

o’ the wisps or ‘serious stuff’. “Education must take into account the process of estrangement 

from the world …The problem of education in the modern world lies in the fact that by its very 

nature it cannot forego either authority or tradition, and yet must proceed in a world that is 

neither structured by authority nor held together by tradition (my emphasis).”7 

Design education has been moving from the particular and functional to an apperception of the 

whole, from fulfilling needs and wants with non-renewables and consumables to pondering if it 

is possible to be ‘green and sustainable’, the euphemism for ‘renewal’, ‘reform’, ’radical 

change’, depending on which circles of design education one moves in. Yet it has been unable to 

do much about the reality of the “estrangement of human beings from the world”. It seems to be 

a self-defeating cycle. “We are always educating for a world that is or is becoming out of joint 
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… to preserve the world against the mortality of its creators and inhabitants it must be constantly 

set right anew.”8 

Hannah Arendt who pinpointed the ‘crisis in education’ as well as the ‘crisis in culture’ has 

stated that what was out of joint was made even more askew by modern theories of learning that 

led to “the close connection between (these) two things – the substitution of doing for learning 

and of playing for working… this procedure consciously attempts to keep the older child as far 

as possible at the infant level …The basic assumption is that you can know and understand only 

what you have done yourself …This in turn means not only that the students are actually left to 

their own resources but that the most legitimate source of the teacher’s authority as the person 

who, turn it whatever way one will, still knows more and can do more than oneself is no longer 

effective. Thus the non-authoritarian teacher, who would like to abstain from all methods 

of compulsion because he is able to rely on his own authority, can no longer exist (my 

emphasis).”9  

The crisis in education, in Arendt’s thinking, has also come about because people have tried to 

“think against the tradition while using its own conceptual tools”.10  The crisis cannot come to an 

end because nothing or no one has as yet appeared who can think against the tradition without 

using its own conceptual tools. The exercise of projecting what the education or the 

classroom/class of the future in 2050 is, by such a yardstick, in itself limited, limiting and self-

defeating.  

Hannah Arendt uses the metaphor of a story by Franz Kafka to suggest that instead of making 

clever prognostications about the future and seeking to turn traditions upside down even while 

using self-defeating, traditional conceptual tools, what ought to be done is to try to understand 
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the actuality of a concrete being living in the gap of time between past and future. This “small 

track of non-time” or “small non-time space in the very heart of time” must be discovered and 

ploddingly paved anew by each new generation. There is a “fighting experience” to be gained in 

this condition. “This experience is an experience in thinking …it can be won, like all experience 

in doing something, only through practice, through exercises.”11 The objective is to “gain 

experience in how to think; they do not contain prescriptions on what to think or which truths to 

hold”.12 The concern must be with “how to move in this gap – the only region where truth 

eventually will appear.”13  

The experiments and mutations undertaken in Srishti support the central thesis of this essay – 

that the classrooms of 2050 must be “configurations of spirit” in time and space where education 

means to ‘gain experience in how to think’; to understand the Arendtian distinction between 

‘tradition as a burden and the past as a force’ whilst standing in the gap or abyss between past 

and future. Design education cannot lay claim to pursuing the Archimedean point unless it 

begins, once again, to bring about that “turning operation” where ‘thinking’ is equalized or 

balanced afresh alongside ‘doing’ and ‘working’ alongside ‘playing’ while making allowances 

for sighting, catalyzing and allowing ‘mutations’ to emerge beyond orthodox or traditional 

models. Thought-experiments and thought-events must return unafraid to centre-stage to tango 

with the action-experiments and action-events that have held sway for a while. The concern must 

be with how to move in the widening gap – between the ‘no longer’ and the ‘not yet’, the 

only region where mutations eventually will appear, or can appear for that matter.  

That mutations will appear is guaranteed. Beyond doubt, the galloping degrees of scientific 

inquiry and fast-paced spread of new technologies are already re-shaping educational, aesthetic 

and cultural values. The Mothership is being squeezed from a watermelon into a lemon. Cultures 
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and the disciplines of knowledge are being forcibly telescoped into one another by means of 

trade, technology and media. Migrant and nomadic groups are dispensing with and illegally 

crossing geographical nation-state boundaries. Things that were never in conjunction or 

juxtaposition have begun entering each others’ orbits and osmotically feeding into and off one 

another. The pace of mash-ups is on the rise. ‘Mash-up’ cultures proliferating in geometric 

progression and cutting inexorably, randomly or forcedly across previous ‘boundaries’ powered 

by technologies are the petri-dishes from which mutations can and are emerging.  

 

Assuming that the classrooms of the future, of 2050, will educate its participants in gaining 

experience in how to think, in being able to spin off, recognize and domesticate such mutations, 

one may ask: what then of culture itself?  

“A real cross-cultural attitude demands that the very paradigms, the very categories, the very 

forms of thinking, and the presuppositions of that other culture become integrated in the very 

vision I have of my own culture and the other culture. . . . It is not that there are new things in the 

panorama; it is that the panorama is a different one.”14  

   

This view of culture is again evolutionist – one does not just observe from without but one is 

observing and changing and creating even as one is within the flow, even as one is in the 

gap. Then one perhaps stumbles upon a ‘new vision’, perhaps a ‘mutant vision’. Returning a bit 

to the ‘no longer’, one recognizes the ‘mutant vision’ that emerged from the post-industrial 

terrain and remains quite predominant - that “culture is being destroyed in order to yield 

entertainment’ and “those who produce for the mass media ransack the entire range of past and 

present culture in the hope of finding suitable material …this material, moreover, cannot be 
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offered as it is; it must be altered in order to become entertaining, it must be prepared to be easily 

consumed.” 15  

   

The word ‘culture’ derives from colere, to cultivate, to dwell, to take care, to tend, to preserve. 

But as designers fabricate or make systems and artifacts and worlds that inevitably feed into the 

‘consumer culture’, are they able to distinguish between means and ends? “A clearly 

recognizable end, the final product, determines and organizes everything that plays a part in the 

process – the materials, the tools, the activity itself and even the persons participating in it; they 

all become mere means toward the end and are justified as such”. The Greeks considered such 

fabricators to be philistines with a banausic mentality; people who threatened the realm of 

culture. The “classrooms of the future” must then be spaces for “configurations of spirit” where 

the panorama is that of going well beyond the banausic to that point where “we can rise above 

specialization and philistinism of all sorts to the extent that we learn to exercise our taste freely 

…to remember (what) a cultivated person ought to be: one who knows how to choose his 

company among men, among things, among thoughts, in the present as well as in the past.”16  
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